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In Jesuit Philosophy on the Eve of Modernity
Cristiano Casalini collects eighteen contributions by
renowned specialists to track the existence and
distinctiveness of Jesuit philosophy during the first
century since the inception of the order.
In this biography of Enrico Fermi (1901-54), who
won the Nobel Prize in physics in 1938 for his work
on radioactivity by neutron bombardment and his
discovery of transuranic elements and who achieved
the first controlled nuclear chain reaction in Chicago
in 1942, his student, collaborator, fellow Nobel Prize
winner and lifelong friend Emilio Segrè presents the
scientist, and explains in nontechnical terms Fermi’s
work and his achievements. “Segrè’s description of
Fermi’s early life and his involvement with and
commitment to physics is extremely interesting...
Segrè understands and describes very clearly the
outstanding characteristics of Fermi’s theoretical
work: clarity and completeness... Segrè has
succeeded admirably in describing Fermi’s entire
scientific career, and this book is strongly
recommended.” — M. L. Goldberger, Science “We
must thank Emilio Segrè for this authoritative,
revealing and inspiring book. It covers in a masterly
fashion the most exciting thirty years of modern
physics and the character and activities of one of its
greatest contributors.” — Nature “A rich, wellPage 1/20
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rounded portrait of [Fermi] the scientist, his methods,
intellectual history, and achievements. Explaining in
nontechnical terms the scientific problems Fermi
faced or solved, Enrico Fermi, Physicist contains
illuminating material concerning Fermi’s youth in
Italy and the development of his scientific style.” —
Physics Today “All that might be hoped for in a
biography of one Nobel Prize winner in physics by
another has been realized in Emilio Segrè’s
biography of his friend, Enrico Fermi... A truly
masterly drawing of Fermi’s character, along with
his physics and the events through which he moved,
Segrè has provided us with a brilliant appreciation of
one of the most pre-eminent figures of modern
physics.” — Physics Bulletin “This excellent
biography, written by one of the original group who
worked with him during the 1930s at Rome, catches
beautifully the style and spirit of its subject... With
Fermi’s passing the age of the universal
experimental and theoretical physicist is gone.
Segre’s book tells the story of this heroic age of
physics and of its principal actor; it is a delight to
read, and I recommend it heartily.” — American
Scientist “Here we meet the man at work and we
see the meticulous scientist... This book also shows
us another facet of Fermi: that of the conscientious
scientist torn between his love of pure research and
his love of teaching.” — V. Barocas, Annals of
Science “Segrè is a sensitive biographer, responsive
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to all problems that can plague the creative scientist;
he shows, above all, Fermi’s dedication, zeal, and
extraordinary talents. Segrè has provided more than
sympathy. Much that is new about Fermi’s youth in
Italy appears here... [A] very rewarding book... Every
physicist will want to read this biography, along with
every reader who has an interest in intellectual
developments during the 1920-1960 era.” — J. Z.
Fullmer, The Ohio Journal of Science
Aristotle's zoological writings with their wealth of
detailed investigations on diverse species of animals
have fascinated medieval and Renaissance culture.
This volume explores how these texts have been
read in various traditions (Arabic, Hebrew, Latin),
and how they have been incorporated in different
genres (in philosophical and scientific treatises, in
florilegia and encyclopedias, in theological
symbolism, in moral allegories, and in manuscript
illustrations). This multidisciplinary and multilinguistic
approach highlights substantial aspects of Aristotle's
animals.
An introductory guide to the mythology of Japan—one
of the most pervasive yet least understood facets of
Japanese culture.
Exceptional beings exist who possess the ability to
take on any identity. Among them is Noa, the most
famous last generation synthetic doll. Spaceship lifts
the veil on some of her often very extravagant past
experiences: call girl, sexy comic book heroin, limo
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driver, and finally, the normal life of a doll on planet
Papathea. Collecting: Sky Doll Space Ship #1-2; Sky
Doll: Lacrima Christi #1-2
The topic of this volume was discussed at a Round
Table of the International Association for Dialogue
Analysis (IADA) at the University of Bologna in
March 1995. The Round Table was intended to
make a scientific contribution in honour of the
president's 65th birthday. The topic refers on the one
hand to the central problem of 'Dialogue Analysis'
which is to discover a new, communicatively
functioning unit after having left behind the unit of the
sentence which can be considered the unit par
excellence of structural linguistics. On the other
hand, it includes the manifold units, relations, and
strategies, i.e. the specific problems of dialogue
analysis.
This collection of the proceedings of the 3rd
conference on bi- and multilingual universities, held
at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano from 20 to
22 September 2007, tries to give a state-of-the-art
insight into theoretical and practical approaches
towards implementing bi- and multilingual models
and policies in higher education institutions in
various parts of the world.
"The course is designed to maximise the
performance of school-age learners. It features eight
units covering the core topics, vocabulary, grammar
and skills needed for all four exam papers for the
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revised Cambridge English: First (FCE) for Schools
exam from 2015. Two teen-inspired topics in each
unit ensure the entire exam syllabus is covered, and
can also act as a basis for CLIL-based extension
activities and projects. Grammar sections and a
Grammar Reference help students build up the
accurate language structure necessary for the Use
of English parts of the new Reading and Use of
English paper, while B2-level vocabulary is targeted,
drawing on insights from English Profile, and brought
together in a Wordlist based on key vocabulary from
the units. 'Exam tips', and grammar and vocabulary
exercises teach students to avoid common mistakes
identified in Cambridge's unique collection of real
exam papers, the Cambridge Learner
Corpus."--Publisher description.
The Information Society is one of the recurrent
imaginaries to describe present-day structures,
discourses and practices. Within its meaning is
enshrined the promise of a better world, sometimes
naively assuming a technological deus ex machina,
in other cases hoping for the creation of policy tools
that will overcome a diversity of societal divides.
With the two-phased World Summit on the
Information Society (WSIS), the United Nations
attempted to stimulate the development of such
tools. Simultaneously, the WSIS is a large-scale
experiment in multistakeholderism. The objective
was to create a more balanced decision-making
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process that would allow the voices of civil society
and business actors to be heard in international
politics. This book aims to evaluate the potentialities
of both the Information Society, and the WSIS in
supporting and constructing more democratic, just
and developed societies. It is the second book
arising from the intellectual work of European
Consortium for Communications Research
members.
The essays compiled in this volume individually
address the varied forms in which the revival of
Platonism manifested itself in ancient philosophy. It
pays special attention to the issues of unity and
beauty, the mind and knowledge, the soul and the
body, virtue and happiness, and additionally
considers the political and religious dimensions of
Platonic thought. Starting from Plato and Aristotle,
the studies examine the multiple transformational
forms of Platonism, including the Neo-Platonists –
Plotinus, Porphyrios, Iamblichus, Themistius,
Proclus, and Marinus – along with Christian thinkers
such as St. Augustine, Boethius, and Dionysus the
Areopagite. The authors who have contributed to this
volume make multiple references to the scholarly
work of Dominic J. O’Meara. Their further
refinement of O’Meara’s approach particularly casts
a new light on Late-Platonic ethics. The essays in
this collection also contribute to scholarly research
about the multiple inter-relationships among the
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Platonists themselves and between Platonists and
philosophers from other schools. Taken as a whole,
this book reveals the full breadth of potential in the
revival and transformation of ancient Platonism.
Apostles of Empire contributes to ongoing research
on the Jesuits, New France, and Atlantic World
encounters, as well as on early modern French
society, print culture, Catholicism, and imperialism.
Volume 50
Founded in 1931 by Otto Neugebauer as the printed
documentation service “Zentralblatt für Mathematik
und ihre Grenzgebiete”, Zentralblatt MATH
(ZBMATH) celebrates its 80th anniversary in 2011.
Today it is the most comprehensive and active
reference database in pure and applied mathematics
worldwide. Many prominent mathematicians have
been involved in this service as reviewers or editors
and have, like all mathematicians, left their footprints
in ZBMATH, in a long list of entries describing all of
their research publications in mathematics. This
book provides one review from each of the 80 years
of ZBMATH. Names like Courant, Kolmogorov,
Hardy, Hirzebruch, Faltings and many others can be
found here. In addition to the original reviews, the
book offers the authors' profiles indicating their coauthors, their favorite journals and the time span of
their publication activities. In addition to this, a
generously illustrated essay by Silke Göbel
describes the history of ZBMATH.
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"Having been born a freeman, and for more than
thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free
State—and having at the end of that time been
kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained,
until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853,
after a bondage of twelve years—it has been
suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
The articles in this volume reflect the wide interest of the
Jozef Ijsewijn. They cover a period of almost 300 years, from
an early 15th-century commentary on Cicero's speeches to
the oratory in the eighteenth-century Amsterdam Athenaeum
of P. Francius.
Jerome Bel's "Disabled Theater" polarizes the public: on the
one hand celebrated as an outstanding conceptual dance
piece, on the other hand harshly criticized for being a
contemporary "freak show." In either case, the production
raises central questions on the role of people with cognitive
differences in Western society, as well as on basic norms and
conventions of theater and dance: Can a theatrical stage
serve as a place of emancipation for people with disabilities?
To what extent are performers with disabilities able to
challenge and subvert the rules of an economized society,
above all its performance principle? What would the training
of an actor or a dancer look like without an ideology of ability?
Do we need new categories of aesthetic judgment? The book
takes "Disabled Theater" by Jerome Bel and Theater Hora as
a springboard to a broader transdisciplinary discussion on
"theater and disability," to a debate at the intersections of
politics and aesthetics, of inclusion and exclusion, of virtuosity
and dilettantism, of identity and empowerment.
This volume is addressed to researchers in the field of
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phraseology, and to teachers, translators and lexicographers.
It is a collection of essays offering a comprehensive, modern
analysis of phrasemes, embracing a wide range of subjects
and themes, from linguistic, both applied and theoretical, to
cultural aspects. The contrastive approach underlying this
variety of themes allows the divergences and analogies
between phraseological units in two or more languages to be
outlined. The languages compared here are both major and
minor, European and non-European, and the text includes
contrastive analyses of the most commonly investigated
languages (French-German, English-Spanish, RussianGerman), as well as some less frequently investigated
languages (like Ukrainian, Romanian, Georgian and Thai),
which are not as well-represented in phraseological
description, despite their scientific interest.
The volume collects papers presented at the International
Conference "Greek Medical Papyri - Text, Context, Hypertext"
held at the University of Parma on November 2-4, 2016, as
the final event of the ERC project DIGMEDTEXT, aimed
primarily at creating an online textual database of the Greek
papyri dealing with medicine. The contributions, authored by
outstanding papyrologists and historians of the ancient
medicine, deal with a variety of topics focused on the
papyrological evidence of ancient medical texts and contexts.
The first part, devoted to "medical texts", contains some new
reflections on important sources such as the Anonymus
Londinensis and the Hippocratic corpus, as well as on
specific themes like the pharmacological vocabulary, the
official medical reports, the medical care in the Roman army.
The second part collects papers about the "doctors' context",
providing highlights from broader viewpoints like the analysis
of the writing supports, the study of the ostraka from the
Eastern Desert, the evidence of inscriptions and philosophical
texts. The third part is entirely focused on the DIGMEDTEXT
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project itself: the team members present some relevant key
issues raised by the digitisation of the medical papyri.
Durante di Alighiero degli Alighieri, commonly known by his
pen name Dante Alighieri or simply as Dante (1265 - 1321),
was an Italian poet during the Late Middle Ages. His Divine
Comedy, originally called Comedìa (modern Italian:
Commedia) and later christened Divina by Giovanni
Boccaccio, is widely considered the most important poem of
the Middle Ages and the greatest literary work in the Italian
language. In the late Middle Ages, most poetry was written in
Latin, making it accessible only to the most educated readers.
In De vulgari eloquentia (On Eloquence in the Vernacular),
however, Dante defended the use of the vernacular in
literature. He would even write in the Tuscan dialect for works
such as The New Life (1295) and the Divine Comedy; this
highly unorthodox choice set a precedent that important later
Italian writers such as Petrarch and Boccaccio would follow.
Dante was instrumental in establishing the literature of Italy,
and his depictions of Hell, Purgatory and Heaven provided
inspiration for the larger body of Western art. He is cited as
an influence on John Milton, Geoffrey Chaucer and Alfred
Tennyson, among many others. In addition, the first use of
the interlocking three-line rhyme scheme, or the terza rima, is
attributed to him. In Italy, he is often referred to as il Sommo
Poeta ("the Supreme Poet") and il Poeta; he, Petrarch, and
Boccaccio are also called "the three fountains" or "the three
crowns".
Focuses on the real mistakes students make in the
Proficiency exam and shows how to avoid them.
The ‘Mixed Game Model’ represents a holistic theory of
dialogue which starts from human beings’ competence-inperformance and describes how language is integrated in a
general theory of human action and behaviour. Human
beings are able to adapt to changing conditions and to pursue
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their interests by the integrated use of various communicative
means, mainly verbal, perceptual and cognitive. The core unit
is the dialogic action game or ‘the mixed game’ with human
beings at the centre acting and reacting in cultural
surroundings. The key to opening up the complex whole is
human beings’ nature. The Mixed Game Model
demonstrates how the different disciplines of the natural and
social sciences and the humanities are mutually
interconnected. After a detailed overview of the state of the
art, the fundamentals of the theory are laid down. They
include a typology of action games which ranges from
minimal games to complex institutional games. The
description is illustrated by analyses of authentic games.

This volume contains a selection of papers given at
the European Science Foundation Exploratory
Workshop on 'Emotion in Dialogic Interaction' at the
University of Munster in October 2002. In the
literature, the complex network of 'emotion in dialogic
interaction' is mostly addressed by reducing the
complex and separating emotions or defining them
by means of simple artificial units. The innovative
claim of the workshop was to analyse emotion as an
integrated component of human behaviour in
dialogic interaction as demonstrated by recent
findings in neurology and to develop a linguistic
model which is able to deal with the complex
integrated whole. Specific emphasis was laid on
communicative means for expressing emotions and
on emotional principles in dialogue. Furthermore, the
issue of specific European principles for dealing with
emotions was highlighted.
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Pinerolo, Italy. April 1945. At a fascist conference, a
writer disappears and is found dead at the bottom of
a cliff. Thirty years later, a young man—a political
activist or maybe a terrorist—interviews the survivors
to try to uncover the truth about what happened and
its consequences. Who was this writer? What did he
believe in? Why, shortly before his death, did he
save a man who could have killed him? Where is his
lost work? And what does any of this have to do with
a teenager in contemporary Milan involved in a
violent confrontation with the police? Bold and
incisive, Don’t Shed Your Tears for Anyone Who
Lives on These Streets is a gripping examination of
art-as-politics and politics-as-crime.
The English-language debut of the acclaimed
international bestseller--Anywhere but Home crosses
continents, cultures, and generations to tell a
sweeping story of self-discovery, finding your own
place in a new world, and the revelatory mysteries of
being a family. Milan, 2014. Julia, a young and
brilliant German designer, is about to launch the
fashion show that could bring the breakthrough
success she has sacrificed so much to achieve. All
her dreams for the future are on the brink of
reality--until an unknown past comes to find her. A
grandfather she never knew existed approaches her
with an astonishing claim. Julia's father, believed
dead for decades, is still alive. As a great lie is
revealed, Julia embarks on a journey to uncover the
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lost pieces of her past. It takes her on a tour through
Italy--from Milan to Naples to Sicily, back three
generations to an immigrant heritage that struggled
to build new roots in Germany after the war, and to
secrets that have remained hidden for sixty years.
Milan, 1954. Vincent, a handsome German engineer
for BMW, arrives with the task of testing the Isetta, a
revolutionary Italian car. His interpreter is the
talented and enigmatic Giulietta, and the two soon
fall passionately in love. Giulietta is full of life and
dreams--she loves to design and sew clothes--but is
held back by her family, who emigrated from Sicily,
and by a promise that already binds her to another
man. She will find herself forced to choose between
love and duty, freedom and tradition--it is a choice
that will mark the fate of generations to come. A
saga of love and loss between two people and two
countries, Anywhere but Home is a heartbreakingly
beautiful story of forging new lives across foreign
landscapes and cultures, of old wounds and
forgiveness, and of the enduring bonds of family.
“Never has the aftermath for Germans been better
depicted than in Siegfried Lenz’s elegiac, The
Turncoat. A newly discovered masterpiece.” —Alex
Kershaw, New York Times bestselling author of
Avenue of Spies Previously unpublished, this
German postwar classic is one of the best books of
this major writer, who died in 2014. The last summer
before the end of World War II, Walter Proska is
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posted to a small unit tasked with ensuring the safety
of a railway line deep in the forest on the border with
Ukraine and Byelorussia. In this swampy region, a
handful of men—stunned by the heat, attacked by
mosquitoes, and abandoned by their own troops in
the face of the resistance—must also submit to the
increasingly absurd and inhuman orders of their
superior. Time passes, and the soldiers isolate
themselves, haunted by madness and the desire for
death. An encounter with a young Polish partisan,
Wanda, makes Proska further doubt the validity of
his oath of allegiance, and he seeks to answer the
questions that obsess him: When conscience and
duty clash, which is more important? Is it possible to
take any action without becoming guilty in some
way? And where is Wanda, this woman from the
resistance he can’t forget? Written in 1951, The
Turncoat is Siegfried Lenz’s second novel. Rejected
by his publisher, who thought that the story of a
German soldier defecting to the Soviet side would be
unwelcome in the context of the Cold War, the
manuscript was forgotten for nearly seventy years
before being rediscovered after the author’s death.
A posthumous triumph.
A full account of the reception of the second-century
prose fiction The Golden Ass (or Metamorphoses) of
Apuleius, which has intrigued readers as diverse as
St Augustine, Petrarch, Boccaccio, Sidney, Spenser,
Shakespeare, and Milton. Robert H. F. Carver traces
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readers' responses to the novel from the third to the
seventeenth centuries.
Foreword by Oliver Schabenberger, PhD Executive
Vice President, Chief Operating Officer and Chief
Technology Officer SAS Dive into deep learning!
Machine learning and deep learning are ubiquitous
in our homes and workplaces—from machine
translation to image recognition and predictive
analytics to autonomous driving. Deep learning holds
the promise of improving many everyday tasks in a
variety of disciplines. Much deep learning literature
explains the mechanics of deep learning with the
goal of implementing cognitive applications fueled by
Big Data. This book is different. Written by an expert
in high-performance analytics, Deep Learning for
Numerical Applications with SAS introduces a new
field: Deep Learning for Numerical Applications
(DL4NA). Contrary to deep learning, the primary goal
of DL4NA is not to learn from data but to
dramatically improve the performance of numerical
applications by training deep neural networks. Deep
Learning for Numerical Applications with SAS
presents deep learning concepts in SAS along with
step-by-step techniques that allow you to easily
reproduce the examples on your high-performance
analytics systems. It also discusses the latest
hardware innovations that can power your SAS
programs: from many-core CPUs to GPUs to FPGAs
to ASICs. This book assumes the reader has no
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prior knowledge of high-performance computing,
machine learning, or deep learning. It is intended for
SAS developers who want to develop and run the
fastest analytics. In addition to discovering the latest
trends in hybrid architectures with GPUs and
FPGAS, readers will learn how to Use deep learning
in SAS Speed up their analytics using deep learning
Easily write highly parallel programs using the many
task computing paradigms This book is part of the
SAS Press program.
While much has been written about the Catholic
Church and the Holocaust, little has been published
about the hostile role of priests, in particular Jesuits,
toward Jews and Judaism. Jesuit Kaddish is a long
overdue study that examines Jesuit hostility toward
Judaism before the Shoah and the development of a
new understanding of the Catholic Church’s relation
to Judaism that culminated with Vatican II’s
landmark decree Nostra aetate. James Bernauer
undertakes a self-examination as a member of the
Jesuit order and writes this story in the hopes that it
will contribute to interreligious reconciliation. Jesuit
Kaddish demonstrates the way Jesuit hostility
operated, examining Jesuit moral theology’s
dualistic approach to sexuality and, in the case of
Nazi Germany, the articulation of an unholy alliance
between a sexualizing and a Judaizing of German
culture. Bernauer then identifies an influential group
of Jesuits whose thought and action contributed to
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the developments in Catholic teaching about
Judaism that eventually led to the watershed
moment of Nostra aetate. This book concludes with
a proposed statement of repentance from the Jesuits
and an appendix presenting the fifteen Jesuits who
have been honored as “Righteous Among the
Nations” by Israel’s Yad Vashem Holocaust Center.
Jesuit Kaddish offers a crucial contribution to the
fields of Catholicism and Nazism, Catholic-Jewish
relations, Jesuit history, and the history of antiSemitism in Europe.
A witty philosophical murder mystery with a charming
twist: the crack detectives are sheep determined to
discover who killed their beloved shepherd. On a hillside
near the cozy Irish village of Glennkill, a flock of sheep
gathers around their shepherd, George, whose body lies
pinned to the ground with a spade. George has cared
devotedly for the flock, even reading them books every
night. Led by Miss Maple, the smartest sheep in Glennkill
(and possibly the world), they set out to find George’s
killer. The A-team of investigators includes Othello, the
“bad-boy” black ram; Mopple the Whale, a Merino who
eats a lot and remembers everything; and Zora, a
pensive black-faced ewe with a weakness for abysses.
Joined by other members of the richly talented flock, they
engage in nightlong discussions about the crime, wild
metaphysical speculations, and embark on
reconnaissance missions into the village, where they
encounter some likely suspects. Along the way, the
sheep confront their own all-too-human struggles with
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guilt, misdeeds, and unrequited love. Funny, fresh, and
endearing, it introduces a wonderful new breed of
detectives to Canadian readers.
An unconventional woman defies the rules of noble turnof-the-century Sweden in an epic novel of love, secrets,
family ties, and rediscovery by the bestselling author of
The Moonlit Garden. Sweden, 1913. Having petitioned
the court for independence from her aristocratic family,
the young and vibrant Agneta Lejongård takes control of
her destiny. In Stockholm, she explores her bohemian
passions in art and free love, joins the suffragette
movement with her best friend, and defiantly resists the
expectations of women in high society. Then comes
news of a tragic accident and an urgent summons to
return to the family's manor house in the country. As for
Agneta's forward path in life, she must now follow it back
home. Though the grand horse-breeding estate of Lion
Hall stirs some warm memories, what lies ahead tests
Agneta's independent spirit: a disapproving mother
locked in the traditions of a woman's proper place, two
men vying for Agneta's heart, and a twist of fate that
upends her life once again. Torn between a daughter's
duty and the freedom she pines for, Agneta struggles not
only to rebuild her future, but also to protect the future of
Lion Hall itself. Forging a new path brings challenges,
rewards, and a true purpose that she never could have
imagined.
5 Language Visual Dictionary is now in paperback, fully
updated to include more than 10,000 modern terms in
English, French, German, Spanish, and Italian. The only
language dictionary of its kind, 5 Language Visual
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Dictionary makes language learning accessible by using
photographs to put everyday words into context. Its
thematic organization of 10,000 terms accompanied by
more than 1,600 annotated color photographs and
illustrations to put the perfect translation at your
fingertips. Additional feature panels include abstract
nouns and verbs, as well as useful phrases that you can
use in conversation. Whether you are a student, tourist,
or business traveler, 5 Language Visual Dictionary is
your comprehensive guide to learning English, French,
German, Spanish, or Italian.
A U.S. debut by an award-winning Latin author finds a
young writer returning to his native Argentina to uncover
a mystery surrounding his dying father's obsession with
the disappearance of a local man, which he ties to the
country's dark political past and his family's underground
resistance activities.
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography has been
written specifically for Cambridge International
syllabuses 0460 and 2217. Filled with sources, graphs
and case studies, the coursebook requires students to
examine a range of information, helping to build their
analytical skills. Written by highly experienced authors
and Cambridge trainers, this coursebook is updated to
support both Cambridge IGCSE and O Level students. It
includes clear and practical support, case studies from
25 different countries, fieldwork ideas and a range of
interesting content. The accompanying CD-ROM
contains support sheets for the topics covered, outline
maps and sample exam-style questions. Answers to the
activities are in the teacher's resource.
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